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pretty much every night. We water the fescues every two to three nights and don't use as much fertilizer."

Wright hasn't sprayed the fescues with fungicides since the Paintbrush opened five years ago. The fescues get a little disease in the spring when it's damp and cold, he said, "but that grows out when it warms up."

While the Pulpit features closely cut tees, greens and fairways and nicely trimmed bunkers, the Paintbrush is old-style, including sod bunkers. Those bunkers have to be rebuilt every once in awhile, Wright said, adding: "I've replaced some of them already, but others are perfect. There are some that will definitely have to be done every five or six years. At St. Andrews [Scotland] each year they rebuild one-third of the bunkers."

When fescues were planted at the Paintbrush it was an experiment, he said. It had been used at the Links at Spanish Bay on the Monterey Peninsula in California, but the weather conditions there caused major problems. "The site here is perfect for fescue, being open, windy and dry," he said. "We don't get much rain here, not compared to the East or West Coast."

Five years into the experiment it is a success.

Another factor that separates the two courses is the earth-moving involved. Hardly any ground was moved on the Paintbrush, while the 1st hole alone at the Pulpit cost $1 million to build and involved building seven tee boxes, a pond and a fairway-length, 4-foot-high stone wall. "The Pulpit is starting to look like the surrounding terrain again," Wright said. "A lot of the ridges and scrub trees are coming back. I would think in 10 years people will look at it and not be able to tell so much soil was moved here."

One attribute significant to the charm of the Paintbrush has also been significant to the work of the crew there: stone walls. "We add a half mile of stone wall each year," he said.

When the British-style clubhouse was built, they wanted herb gardens, roses and a stone wall around the clubhouse. Once the wall was built, "we thought it looked pretty good, and it evolved from there," Wright said.

Wright's assistants, Scott Clayworth and Bob Rodrigue at the Pulpit, have crews of 21 and 24, respectively, to keep things in shape.

And they are doing so today with more sophisticated and technical tools than 1970 when he graduated from a teachers college in Nova Scotia and went to work for Gordon Witteveen, who was then at Northwood Golf and Country Club in Toronto.

"I think the superintendent has put a lot of pressure on himself," Wright said. "We cut greens shorter than ever, fairways shorter than ever. We've got a lot better tools to deal with it, but still we live on the edge. If you cut the greens another 1/16 inch higher you wouldn't put so much pressure on yourself."

"The green cut that short is under a lot of stress," he added. "Computerized irrigation has helped us a lot."

What new advance would help the most? "Conditions at many courses are close to perfect ... I think research into controlling diseases better will help. And if they ever come up with a control for poa annua it would be tremendous. It has to happen. If they can prevent seed-head production, they can control poa."

And all these advances intensify the competition with colleagues. "There are so many well-conditioned golf courses around, you're always striving to be better than your neighbor," Wright said. "That's a fact."

Portland CC gains Audubon certification

FALMOUTH, Maine — Portland Country Club has achieved designation as a Certified Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary by the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary System, a program of Audubon International, and endorsed by the U.S. Golf Association.

Portland Country Club is the first in Maine and the 95th golf course in the nation to receive the honor.

"We are very proud to have achieved certification in the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program and to have the Portland Country Club on the right course for the future," said former golf course superintendent and current independent turf consultant Patrick Lewis.

Lewis and his successor, James Christie, stressed the invaluable efforts of their crew, area volunteers and support from their club's membership as cornerstones of the project.

Two new aerators that make your job 70% easier.

Do up to 70% more aerating in the same amount of time it used to take. Now you can deep-tine more turf faster or spend less time and labor to do the same job you've always done before.

The new high-speed 7212 and 7316 Verti-Drain® models are lighter with fewer moving parts and they still have that unique pitchfork action patented by Verti-Drain. The 7316 is wider than its counterpart 7212 and it goes deeper. Each offers you the option of core or solid tining and both can use the new needle tines for minimal disruption. The new, sleek cover design is representative of many maintenance-saving features that have been added like sealed bearings. Every change helps make the new generation more user-friendly. Each model has that characteristic construction durability that you've come to expect from Verti-Drain and because they're lighter, lower horsepower tractors can be used with them.

So if you've been looking to aerate more often or spend less time aerating with even less disruption of play, Verti-Drain's new generation of aerators is the only solution that's 70% better. Ask your dealer for more details today.

Verti-Drain®
Works like a pitchfork, only better.

Emrex, Inc., Box 1349, Kingston, PA 18704 (717) 288-9360